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Background: Standardized and transparent reporting of surgical technique is the cornerstone of effective 
dissemination, implementation and improvement. However, current reporting of surgical techniques is 
inadequate. The existing guidelines potentially applied to guide surgical technique reporting are with a 
minimal highlight of the surgical technique, lack requirements explaining what extent and dimensions need 
to be described in detail, or are unlikely to extrapolate to a wide range of surgical techniques. This study aims 
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Introduction

Although frequently used, a clear definition of “surgical 
technique” was not found in either the literature or 
dictionary. Based on the Oxford dictionary definitions of 
“surgical” and “technique” (1) and the scenarios in which 
“surgical technique” is used in the literature, we define 
“surgical technique” as “the specific way and skills of 
performing a particular medical operation”. 

Surgical technique is taught and inspired by a master, the 
so-called “apprenticeship model” introduced by William 
Halsted a century ago. As an essential component of surgery, 
a new surgical technique is introduced and disseminated 
through medical reports, books, live or recorded surgical 
videos at academic conferences, videos shared on social 
media and databases, medical labs, etc. However, many 
books cannot represent the best cutting-edge surgical 
technique due to the nature of the time-consuming 
publication. Live or recorded surgical videos at academic 
conferences are also constrained in time, geography, 
funding, need for active participants, and high requirements 
for network speed. Videos that share surgical technique on 
social media platforms such as LinkedIn (2), YouTube (3) 
and databases such as CTSNet (4) are not peer-reviewed. 

In contrast, surgical technique literature is cutting-edge, 
widely accessible, and peer-reviewed, and serves as a vital 
form of surgical technique presentation, dissemination, 
implementation, evaluation and improvement. Standardized 
reporting of surgical technique in the literature by reporting 
guidelines is the cornerstone of effective dissemination 
and implementation, objective evaluation and continuous 
improvement. It is gratifying that several reporting 
guidelines that could be applied to surgical technique have 
been developed since the publication of CONSORT (5). For 
instance, CARE and SCARE can be applied in case reports 
(6,7), PROCESS (8) in case series, STROCSS (9) in cohort 
studies, CONSORT-NPT (10) in nonpharmacological 
randomized controlled trials (RCTs), IDEAL (11) in the 
surgical innovation development process, TIDieR (12) in 
interventions in a broad sense coving surgical technique, 
as well as reporting guidelines related to a specific surgical 
technique (13-19).

However, although these reporting guidelines which 
could be applied in surgical technique reports cover 
many types of studies and certain specialties, no reporting 
guideline that defines what a clear, comprehensive and 
detailed surgical technique report should be contained 

to formulate a rigorous protocol to develop a surgical technique reporting checklist and standards (SUPER) 
that defines what a clear, comprehensive and detailed surgical technique report should be contained. 
Methods: This protocol is designed following the classic guidance for developing reporting guidelines 
recommended by the EQUATOR network. 
Results: The development team will consist of surgeons (~80%), methodologists, and journal editors. 
The draft checklist sources will include a scoping review of existing reporting guidelines related to surgical 
technique, surgical technique articles from 15 top journals published in the last year, and brainstorming 
by the multidisciplinary development team. The final SUPER checklist will be formed after three rounds 
of Delphi surveys, one round of face-to-face meeting, and a month-long pilot test. The SUPER checklist 
will be published as open-access and be used in combination with existing reporting guidelines related to 
surgical techniques (e.g., IDEAL). This protocol will steer the SUPER checklist’s development, allowing us 
to further elaborate surgical technique reporting for all surgical specialties, and enabling a more favorable 
experience for surgeons, nurses, medical students, residents, editors, and reviewers.
Trial Registration: This trial is registered at the EQUATOR network on December 18th, 2020. Available 
at: https://www.equator-network.org/library/reporting-guidelines-under-development/reporting-guidelines-
under-development-for-other-study-designs/
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was found. Specifically, the existing guidelines either 
address the entire surgical process with minimal highlight 
on the surgical technique, or simply propose a detailed 
description requirement without explaining what extent 
and which dimensions need to be described in detail, i.e., 
of the benefits and disadvantages of the reported surgical 
technique. In addition, guideline descriptions of precise 
surgical technique are challenging to apply in other 
techniques. As TIDieR (12) and CONSORT-NPT (10) 
are not specific for surgical techniques since they were 
developed from a broad perspective, these two guidelines 
only require sufficient details to allow replication while they 
do not give specific instructions. As IDEAL (11) focuses 
on the entire surgical innovation development trajectory 
(stage 1, stage 2a, stage 2b, stage 3, and stage 4), it is also 
reasonable that only limited items (item 5a and item 5b) 
are related to the surgical technique. Item 7d and item 7e 
in STROCSS (9) require more detailed surgical technique 
reporting than TIDieR, CONSORT-NPT, and IDEAL, 
such as quality control, reduction in operator variation, 
reporting who performed the surgery, and their learning 
curve status. Nevertheless, the reporting requirements 
are far from completeness. Item 4g, item 4h, item 4i in 
PROCESS (8) and item 9b, item 9c, item 9d in SCARE (6)  
involves much more detailed requirements for surgical 
technique, including anesthetic, patient position, use of a 
tourniquet, and other relevant equipment, the preparation 
used, sutures, devices, surgical stages, quality control and 
maintenance of consistency etc. However, PROCESS 
and SCARE are positioned only for surgical case series 
and case reports, respectively. Many reporting guidelines 
covering a specific surgical technique have very elaborated 
requirements (13,15,20-22), but they lack a consistent 
framework and are unlikely to extrapolate to other surgical 
techniques. 

Accordingly, due to the lack of surgical technique 
reporting guidelines, most journals in the surgical field do 
not have clear instructions of which guideline should be 
followed in order to describe surgical technique. According 
to a systematic review published in 2014 (23) which evaluated 
193 surgical journals, 62% of the journals did not mention 
which reporting guideline were used and 86% of the journals 
did not require authors to use any guideline. Furthermore, 
the classification of surgical technical articles and the specific 
reporting requirements differed from journal to journal. 
Only very few journals, such as the Annals of Cardiothoracic 
Surgery (24) have, to some extent, detailed reporting 
requirements regarding surgical technique. Specifically, this 

journal classifies surgical technique in the Art of Operative 
Techniques category and requires between 9 to 12 medical 
drawings/photographs with detailed legends together with 
a description of the operative procedure in a step-by-step 
manner, and provides separate instructions on standardized 
structure (25) with a large number of examples (26).  
Whereas, most other journals have very vague reporting 
requirements. Two other top journals in cardiothoracic 
surgery, the Journal of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery (27) 
and the European Journal of Cardio-Thoracic Surgery (28), both 
concern and classify surgical technique as an independent 
category article. However, the two journals’ reporting 
requirements are minimal, with only brief requirements 
regarding the need for surgical images and videos, limitations 
on the number of figures and videos, and legends. The Annals 
of Thoracic Surgery places surgical technique in the “How to Do 
It” and “New technology” category, which similarly has not 
concrete enough reporting requirements, though authors 
can illustrate new surgical techniques more extensively 
in “New technology” (29). Similar issues exist in the top 
comprehensive surgical journals, such as Annals of Surgery (30) 
and JAMA Surgery (31). 

Furthermore, the lack of comprehensive reporting 
guidelines and the corresponding inconsistent journal 
requirements has resulted in poor surgical technique 
reporting. Surgical images and videos are either present 
or absent within the article and surgical videos lose impact 
due to absence of captions or audios (32). A systematic 
review (33) which included 158 RCTs in the field of surgical 
intervention showed that the reporting quality was low, 
as only 40.5% of the articles describing how to carry out 
the intervention. Still, only 32.2% reported the number of 
people performing the surgical intervention. In addition, 
a recent systematic review (34) which evaluated 130 RCTs 
published in the fifteen top journals in the field of plastic 
and reconstructive surgery found that the overall reporting 
score was only 6.4 out of 12, and four items of TIDieR 
were reported less than 10% of the time. The authors also 
pointed out that due to the complexity of surgical technique 
from incision to closure, more elaborate reporting 
guidelines in this area are desperately needed. 

Therefore, we aim to develop a surgical technique 
reporting checklist and standards (SUPER) which could 
be applied to all surgical specialties. The SUPER checklist 
is focused on the intraoperative guidelines for the surgical 
technique rather than focusing on perioperative care, and 
focused on the treatment of abnormalities in people rather 
than focusing on diagnosis. It is neither limited to certain 
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types of articles, such as RCTs, observational studies, case 
series and case report, nor limited to a particular stage 
of surgical technique development, such as the invention 
stage, optimization stage or evaluation stage. The SUPER 
checklist will allow more complete, logical, transparent and 
elaborate surgical technique reporting, which will be very 
helpful to surgeons, residents, medical students, researchers 
and journal editors. The SUPER checklist will be used to 
combine existing reporting guidelines, IDEAL or SCARE, 
CARE, PROCESS, STROCSS, CONSORT-NPT and 
TIDieR. This protocol features the methodology and steps 
that will be taken to develop the SUPER checklist. 

Methods and timeline

The SUPER checklist will be developed based on the 
recommended method by the Equator network (35). Some 
of the key steps and timeline are summarized in Figure 1. 
Each will be addressed accordingly. 

Initial steps

Establishment of the SUPER working group
The SUPER working group will include surgeons, 
methodologists and journal editors. The majority will 
be composed of surgeons (~80%). The composition of 
the working group will take into account appropriate 
representation from countries/regions, disciplines and 
specialties. Specifically, for surgeons, we will include 
junior surgeons who are in the early learning curving of 
surgery and senior experienced surgeons, and both male 
and female surgeons. The nationalities of participating 

surgeons are expected to be distributed over 10 high, 
middle and low-income countries; for journal editors, 
we will include academic editors who have professional 
academic backgrounds and management editors with rich 
experience in journal management; For methodologists, 
we wil l  include professional methodologists  with 
evidence-based medicine backgrounds and methodologists 
wi th  both c l in ica l  and ev idence-based medic ine 
backgrounds. All these considerations are aimed to 
establish a broad and representative group and gain 
representative opinions. 

Each SUPER working group member must sign 
a conflict of interest (COI) declaration form and a 
confidentiality agreement. The group will establish a COI 
management team consisting of five experts, including 
a principal investigator, a methodologist, two senior 
surgeons and an ethicist. Only those endorsed by the 
COI management team can join the development of the 
SUPER checklist. The endorsement will identify COI 
at the academic and non-academic aspects, as well as the 
individual and institutional aspects. The management of 
COI are as follows: (I) members with severe COI will be 
prohibited from participating in the SUPER checklist’s 
entire development; (II) members with a partial COI will 
be evaluated on the degree and to the specific area of the 
COI and will be recused from the appropriate development 
session; (III) members with a minimal COI that do not 
affect the objectivity of the development may participate 
in the development. The COI forms for each member 
who have participated in the SUPER development will be 
publicly available. 

The SUPER working group will include two subgroups, 
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the secretary group and the Delphi panelists. The 
secretary group will focus on drafting the initial SUPER 
checklist and report progress weekly. All work and meeting 
documentation will be fully archived and backed up. The 
Delphi panelists will mainly focus on three rounds of 
Delphi consensus survey.

Scoping review of reporting guidelines related to 
surgical technique
A systematically search for existing English reporting 
guidelines related to surgical technique from Equator 
library, MEDLINE (via PubMed), Google Scholar and 
Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations 
(NDLTD) will be performed. The search strategy for 
MEDLINE (via PubMed) is shown in Table 1. 

A scoping review of the retrieved reporting guidelines 
will then be performed to gain deep, qualitative and 
quantitative understanding of the current gap for reporting 
items in the surgical technique field. From this, a more 
targeted reporting checklist can be proposed. 

Registration
The SUPER checklist project will be registered at the 
Equator network as soon as the first SUPER checklist 
protocol draft is completed. To inform more peers 
and receive feedback and suggestions, registration and 
construction of the SUPER checklist website will be 
conducted simultaneously. Progress of the SUPER project 
will be updated at the SUPER checklist website. A SUPER 
working group mailbox used for all communication related 
to the SUPER project will also be registered simultaneously. 
The staff will be assigned to check and reply to emails 
regularly. 

Review of representative articles involving surgical 
technique
It is planned to search (MEDLINE via PubMed), download 
and review the articles involving surgical technique from the 
fifteen top journals in the field of surgery and biomedicine. 
Considering the advantage of H5 index and quartile rank 
in selecting representative journals, Google Scholar and 
Journal Citation Report are chosen as two journal sources. 
Five general clinical journals are chosen based on the H5 
index rank in Google Scholar in the area ‘Health & Medical 
Sciences’; five general surgical journals are chosen based on 

Table 1 Search strategy of reporting guidelines related to surgical 
technique (MEDLINE)

Number Searches

#1 “reporting guideline*” [Title/Abstract]

#2 “reporting requirement*” [Title/Abstract]

#3 “research reporting” [Title/Abstract]

#4 “minimum information” [Title/Abstract]

#5 “guideline*” [Title] AND “reporting” [Title]

#6 “guidance” [Title/Abstract] AND “reporting”  
[Title/Abstract]

#7 “transparen*” [Title/Abstract] AND “reporting”  
[Title/Abstract]

#8 “guideline*” [Title] AND “publication*” [Title]

#9 “standard*” [Title] AND “reporting” [Title]

#10 “practice” [Title] AND “reporting” [Title]

#11 “design” [Title] AND “reporting” [Title]

#12 “conduct” [Title] AND “reporting” [Title]

#13 “criteri*” [Title] AND “reporting” [Title]

#14 “recommendation*” [Title] AND “reporting” [Title]

#15 “analys*” [Title] AND “reporting” [Title]

#16 “method*” [Title] AND “reporting” [Title]

#17 “experiment*” [Title] AND “reporting” [Title]

#18 “responsible” [Title] AND “report*” [Title]

#19 “clarity” [Title] AND “report*” [Title]

#20 “presentation” [Title] AND “publication” [Title]

#21 “presentation” [Title] AND “standard*” [Title]

#22 “presentation” [Title] AND “guideline*” [Title]

#23 OR/#1-#22

#24 “Surgical Procedures, Operative”[Mesh]

#25 “surgery” [Title/Abstract]

#26 “surgical” [Title/Abstract]

#27 “operat*” [Title/Abstract]

#28 “technique*” [Title/Abstract]

#29 “procedure*” [Title/Abstract]

#30 OR/#24-#29

#31 #23 AND #30

#32 Filters: Humans
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the H5 index rank in Google Scholar in the ‘Surgery’ area; 
and five specialty surgical journals are chosen based on the 
quartile rank in the Journal Citation Report in the ‘Surgery’ 
area. In this way, high representation of articles is assured 
by including articles from top general clinical, top general 
surgery and top specialty surgical journals. The timeframe 
will be between December 1st, 2019 and November 30th, 
2020. The search strategy is presented in Table 2.  

Generation of the initial checklist
Based on the scoping review of existing reporting guidelines 
and review of representative articles from the fifteen 
journals, the working group will debrief in order to reach 
consensus on the data to be extracted. Two teams will 
separately extract item entries from matched guidelines and 
articles. Both teams must include at least one surgeon, one 
journal editor, and one methodologist. Before the formal 
extraction, training will be performed to ensure a consistent 
understanding of each item entry in the extraction table 
and consistent extraction results from the same articles. 
The SUPER working group will also debate to identify 
additional item entries. Finally, the two teams will have a 
face-to-face discussion to summarize all included items and 
generate the initial SUPER checklist. 

Three rounds of Delphi consensus survey
After generating the initial SUPER items, the working 
group  wi l l  des ign  the  Delph i  consensus  survey 
questionnaire using a previously reported method (36). 
Experts will be invited to score each item on a scale from 
1 to 5, corresponding with the lowest to the highest level 
of importance. Once receiving the experts’ scores, the 
working group will decide on the inclusion and exclusion 
of each item, with scores of 1 and 2 indicating low 
importance for inclusion and high recommendation for 
exclusion, score 3 indicating medium importance with 
need for discussion to reach consensus, and scores 4 and 
5 indicating high importance for inclusion. Consensus 
on any item is conditional to at least 66% of the Delphi 
survey responses having agreed on the rating in the above 
three categories (scores of 1 and 2, score 3, scores 4 and 5). 
During round 1 of the Delphi consensus survey, all initial 
items will be sent for scoring. Experts will be allowed to 
add new items and comments to each item during round 1. 
Round 2 of the Delphi consensus survey will include items 
that have not reached consensus and new items suggested 
by respondent(s) during the round 1. Then, round 3 will 
involve items that have not reached consensus in round 1 or 
round 2. Figure 2 summarizes the detailed process of each 
item based on the score and consensus scenarios during the 
three rounds of Delphi survey.

During the Delphi consensus survey, (I) one person will 
generate computerized random serial numbers for experts 
who agree to join; (II) another person will be responsible for 
emailing the questionnaire, sending and collecting the COI 
declaration form and confidentiality agreement, recording 
when the questionnaire is sent and received, and recording 

Table 2 Search strategy of articles related to surgical technique 
published on the fifteen chosen top journals (MEDLINE)

Number Searches

#1 “Surgical Procedures, Operative”[Mesh]

#2 “surgery” [Title/Abstract]

#3 “surgical” [Title/Abstract]

#4 “operat*” [Title/Abstract]

#5 “technique*” [Title/Abstract]

#6 “procedure*” [Title/Abstract]

#7 OR/#1-#6

#8 “The New England journal of medicine”[Journal]

#9 “JAMA” [Journal]

#10 “Lancet (London, England)”[Journal]

#11 “Journal of clinical oncology: official journal of the 
American Society of Clinical Oncology”[Journal]

#12 “The Lancet. Oncology”[Journal]

#13 “Annals of surgery”[Journal]

#14 “JAMA surgery”[Journal]

#15 “The British journal of surgery”[Journal]

#16 “Journal of neurology, neurosurgery, and 
psychiatry”[Journal]

#17 “Hepatobiliary surgery and nutrition”[Journal]

#18 “Digestive endoscopy: official journal of the Japan 
Gastroenterological Endoscopy Society”[Journal]

#19 “The Journal of bone and joint surgery. American 
volume”[Journal]

#20 “The Journal of thoracic and cardiovascular 
surgery”[Journal]

#21 “Journal of Vascular Surgery”[Journal]

#22 “Annals of Surgical Oncology”[Journal]

#23 OR/#8-#22

#24 (“2019/12/1”[Date - Publication]: “2020/11/30” 
[Date - Publication])

#25 #7 AND #23 AND #24

#26 Filters: Humans
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the response rate; (III) and separate data entry and analysis 
will be performed by two people. One of the two will be 
a methodologist, and both will be only aware of the serial 
numbers and the questionnaire results table.

Finally, the initial checklist that has been agreed upon by 
the Delphi panelists will be generated. 

The face-to-face consensus meeting

Before the face-to-face consensus meeting, sufficient pre-
meeting preparation will be critical. The participants will 
include surgeons, anesthetists, nurses, journal editors and 
methodologists. Surgeons will present more than 25% of 
all participants. The checklist after the three rounds of 
the Delphi survey and existing evidence will be compiled, 
distributed and discussed at the meeting. Importantly, the 
whole meeting will be prepared to be recorded in forms of 
video, audio, and transcript in advance. 

Then, a face-to-face offline consensus meeting will be 
held. The meeting will run for two days, with the first-
day sharing existing evidence and the work done to ensure 
that each attendee has a deep, comprehensive, and clear 
understanding of the project and items. On the second 
day, items that need consensus discussion (Figure 2) will 
be discussed one by one. Consensus on any item is also 
conditional to at least 66% agreement of the participants. 
Finally, a final consensus checklist will be generated. 

Pilot test of the SUPER checklist draft

Based on the consensus checklist generated in the face-to-
face meeting, the working group will write down a formal 

reporting checklist and send it to the entire group, including 
the Delphi panelists, for revision and confirmation. 

The checklist will then be sent to the journal editors 
and surgeons for a pilot test for one month to get feedback 
and identify any practical challenges, and review clarity of 
wording and presentation. The working group will actively 
collect feedback from authors, editors, and surgeons on the 
pilot test through surveys and questionnaires. Then further 
refinement of the items will be performed and send for final 
approval by all the SUPER working group members.

Approval of the final SUPER checklist

Writing and publishing of the SUPER checklist
A full SUPER manuscript will be written. The manuscript will 
provide and list SUPER electronic mailbox to continuously 
collect feedback and criticism, as well as to indicate a 
follow-up evaluation and update plan. The explanation and 
elaboration manuscript will be drafted in parallel for better 
implementation of the SUPER checklist. Once reviewed by 
each group member, the manuscripts will be submitted for 
publication. The manuscripts will be published in an open-
access journal to ensure free access for all readers. 

Submission and indexing of SUPER checklist at 
Equator network
The SUPER checklist and full manuscript will be submitted 
to the Equator network once it is published. The working 
group will make efforts to achieve indexing of the Equator 
network. 

Updates of the SUPER website
All publications and relevant documents will be uploaded to 
the SUPER checklist website. 

Post-publication activities

The post-publication activities will occur in four main areas: 
(I) regularly inquiring about, recording and responding to, 
feedback and criticism by email and collecting feedback and 
criticism through other channels, such as literatures and 
messages, as well as surgeons and journal editors; (II) to 
vigorously promote dissemination and compliance, including 
online and offline training sessions for editors and surgical 
communities, encourage the endorsement from journals, 
using social media to increase awareness, and through active 
promotion at surgical conferences; (III) assessing the effect 
and impact of the SUPER checklist, such as by conducting a 

∙ No consensus: move to next round of Delphi survey 
(move to the face-to-face consensus meeting if this 
occurred during round 3 of the Delphi survey)

∙ Consensus: exclude the item

∙ No consensus: move to next round of Delphi survey 
(move to the face-to-face consensus meeting if this 
occurred during round 3 of the Delphi survey)

∙ Consensus: face-to-face consensus discussion

∙ No consensus: move to next round of Delphi survey 
(move to face-to-face consensus meeting if this 
occurred during round 3 of the Delphi survey)

∙ Consensus: include the item (also move to the  
face-to-face consensus meeting for accurate wording)

Score 1 or 2

Score 3

Score 4 or 5

Figure 2 Workflow for each item during the three rounds of 
Delphi survey.
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systematic review; (IV) performing multilingual translations, 
developing extensions, and updates of the checklist. 

Strengths and limitations of the protocol

The limitations of this protocol include: (I) patient views 
are not included throughout the development; (II) in order 
to maximize the applicability of our checklist to all surgical 
specialties, it may not be possible to provide specific coverage 
for some very specific or relatively new specialties. However, 
extensions or expansions of the general checklist are planned 
at a later stage. Also, updates of subspecialties will be based 
on the usage and feedback as needed. The strengths are: (I) it 
is methodologically rigorous and strictly follows the classical 
method; (II) sufficient diversity in professional background, 
discipline, country/region, and context is fully considered. 

Ethics and dissemination 

As a protocol which design details to develop a checklist, 
there is no requirement for ethical approval. The protocol 
and subsequent SUPER checklist will be published as open 
access. Meanwhile, academic conferences, mainstream media 
and other channels will be used for broader dissemination. 
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